Clinical registries are designed to collect information relating to a particular condition for research or quality improvement. Intuitively, informatics in the area of data management and extraction plays a central role in clinical registries. Due to various reasons such as lack of informatics awareness or expertise, there may be little informatics involvement in designing clinical registries. In this paper, we studied a clinical registry from two critical perspectives, data quality and interoperability, where informatics can play a role. We evaluated these two aspects of an existing registry, Gynecology Surgery Registry, by mapping data elements and value sets, used in the registry, to a standardized terminology, SNOMED-CT. The results showed that majority of the values are ad-hoc and only 6 of 91 procedures in the registry could be mapped to the SNOMED-CT. To tackle this issue, we assessed the feasibility of automated data abstraction process, by training machine learning classifiers, based on existing manually extracted data. These classifiers achieved a reasonable average F-measure of 0.94. We concluded that more informatics engagement is needed to improve the interoperability, reusability, and quality of the registry.
Introduction
National Institute of Health (NIH) defines registry as "a collection of information about individuals, usually focused around a specific diagnosis or condition" utilized for research and quality improvement. Another definition of clinical registry is "an organized system that uses observational study methods to collect uniform data (clinical and other) to evaluate specified outcomes for a population defined by a particular disease, condition, or exposure, and that serves one or more predetermined scientific, clinical, or policy purposes." [1] . Clinical registries have been designed for various purposes such as: studying the natural history of disease [2] , analyzing clinical outcome of surgery/treatment [3] , comparing different treatment methods [4] , and measuring quality of care [5] . However many clinical registries have been designed successfully and there are user guides, aimed to assist with designing registries [1] , but still there are some caveats on designing clinical registries such as: interoperability. Recently the United States congress approved a bill [6] , which requires the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to make recommendations regarding the structure and scope of clinical data registries. This bill mostly focuses on a set of standards to aid interoperable exchange of information between clinical notes and registries [7] and contains some recommendations about design and structure of clinical registries.
Besides interoperability, we faced some other challenges in designing successful and cost-effective clinical registry, while we were developing an enterprise-wide clinical registry infrastructure at Mayo clinic. We studied several existing clinical registries and noticed that 1) data quality 2) cost of human abstraction 3) lack of interoperability with EMRs and 4) lack of a master data resource are some of challenges in designing a clinical registry.
In this study, we hypothesized that effective informatics engagement in designing clinical registries can lead to cost effective, reusable, and interoperable clinical registries. Informatics 'studies the representation, processing, and communication of information in natural and artificial systems' [8] and in healthcare domain, informatics defines as "applying information science, computer technology, and statistical modeling techniques to develop decision support systems for improving both health service organizations' performance and patient care outcomes" [9] . In the process of designing and implementing a clinical registry, informatics can contribute significantly, at least, in two tasks: 1) Defining data elements and determining the corresponding value sets 2) Collecting data and populating the registry.
clinical registry. To ensure interoperability of registry, data elements and value sets should come from a standardized and universal health care terminology [10, 11] and the value sets should be comprehensive and cover all possible values for the associated data elements. In biomedical informatics domain, there is a valuable resource called, Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [12] , which integrates and distributes key terminologies and coding standards to assist with creating effective and interoperable systems. One of the common and popular clinical terminologies in the UMLS is Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) [13] , which can be used in the first task.
The second task is another area that informatics could play an important role and affect cost of human abstraction and more importantly quality of data. Data collection tool (DCT) [14] and Computer-Assisted Coding (CAC) [15] [16] [17] are two informatics tools which can assist abstractors in chart abstraction process and make the process automatic or semi-automatic. Using these tools in the second task, not only reduces the coding burden, but decreases some human errors and inconsistency between resources by following a simple rule in informatics "one entry of a piece of data, many uses" [18] .
In this paper, we studied a clinical registry, Gynecology Surgery Registry, used by the Gynecologic Surgery practice at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. It contains basic encounter information, patient demographics, and various surgical related data elements such as procedures, diagnoses, and co-morbidities. In this study, we focused on one data element, procedure, of the registry, which captures and codifies the list of procedures performed in gynecologic surgeries. The study contains two parts. To assess interoperability of the clinical registry, we investigated data elements and their value sets and cross-referenced with a standardized terminology, SNOMED-CT. In the second part, we focused on chart abstraction process and making the process more automatic and error-proof. As CDC, we trained multiple binary classifiers, for each procedure in the registry, to identify whether procedures are reported in clinical notes or not. To find the best set of features and learning model for the classifiers, three classification methods (i.e., Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machine (SVM)) and three sets of features (i.e., unigrams, bi-grams, and topics retrieved by Latent Dirichlet Allocation [19] ) were evaluated. To obtain more insights, the classifiers are analyzed and reasons for low performance in some of the classifiers are discussed.
In the following sections, we first discuss related work. Then the case study is presented. The results of our analysis are presented next followed by error analysis of the classifiers. Finally, the learned lessons, limitations, and future work are discussed.
Related work
Many clinical registries have been developed and studied for different conditions and diseases such as: "Alzheimer's Prevention Registry" [20] , "Genome Connect" [21] , and "Cancer Genetics Network" [22] . Shahian et al. [23] developed a clinical registry to study readmission measure for coronary artery bypass grafting surgery. McCombs et al. [24] studied and analyzed data from a department of veterans affairs clinical registry to evaluate the risk of long-term morbidity in patients with chronic hepatitis C. Sites et al. [25] illustrated the use of international clinical registry in quality improvement. Nwomeh et al. [26] studied trauma registry that as one of components in trauma care systems. Megan Quinn [27] has studied characteristics of cancer in adolescents using Tennessee cancer registry from 2004 to 2008. This type of publications mentioned or presented the importance role that clinical registries can play in various types of researches [28] , but there are not much about how to design a successful clinical registry [29] , what main concerns are and how to address those concerns. A publication supported by Robert Wood Johnson Foundation [28] is one of few publication which highlighted shortcomings in designing registry and noted these flaws can limit the role of registry. Gliklich et al. [29] provided a comprehensive user guide to design and develop a clinical registry. Silva et al. developed a standard framework for developing a device registry [30] . In this study, we emphasized the role of informatics in designing clinical registry.
Clinical registries value depends on the quality of their data [31] [32] [33] . Data in clinical registries have been compared with administrative claims data in several studies [34] [35] [36] [37] . However, none of these studies focused on accuracy of clinical registries [32] or accuracy in data population process. There are three main factors impacting data accuracy 1) errors in original resources [38] 2) missing data [39] [40] [41] and 3) human errors [42] . The first one could be fixed to some extent with cross-referencing different resources such as clinical notes, surgery notes, structured data, and lab tests. Missing data issue has been addressed in several studies. Mendelsohn at el. [39] studied and characterized missing data in clinical registries and associated factors. Norris at el. [40] developed a method for handling missing data in a cardiac registry. They merged registry data with administrative data to fill missing data. In this study, we only addressed the third one, human errors in populating process. After assessing the accuracy of data in our case study, we discussed how informatics could improve the accuracy and decrease human involvement in populating process.
To improve the quality of data in clinical registry and decrease the ratio of errors (especially when subjective judgment is involved [15] ) in the process of collecting information from medical records (chart abstraction process), CAC could be a useful tool. In general, CAC systems utilize natural language processing and machine learning algorithms to facilitate coding process. Predicting procedure codes from clinical notes or other type of text data has been studied in several domains. Hersh et al. [16] developed a machine learning system to assess the accuracy of predicting procedures codes from emergency room dictations. Using available data in trauma registry data, they trained the logistic regression classifiers with words appeared in the notes as features. Resnik at el. [15] implemented a CAC system that performed strongly relative to human performance. Morris at el. [17] developed an automated coding system called LifeCode which could be accurate as human coders. However, because of ambiguity in some of medical coding rules and guidelines, involving a human abstractor besides CAC system, seems necessary and will improve the accuracy. In addition to increase consistency in coding, a CAC system decreases needed labor and time for the process. In our case study, we implemented a CAC system using natural language processing and machine learning algorithms to investigate the potential use of assisting the human abstractors in the populating process.
Case study: gynecology surgery registry
The original database used in Gynecology Surgery Registry was derived from a professional society database in gynecologic cancer, and started to collect Gynecology Surgery data in 1990s at Mayo clinic. The primary goal was to tracking data retrospectively rather than focusing quality of elements. There was no electronic medical record available when the database was started and several modifications have occurred over the ensuing years. These limitations have made the database difficult to systematically collect data and hindered interoperability. Hence, we performed a case study applying informatics to the current Gynecology Surgery Registry at Mayo Clinic with respect to interoperability and data quality. We also evaluated the feasibility of using the current registry data to automatically codify procedures. Fig. 1 shows a snapshot of one surgical encounter in the registry. The current database contains 10,160 visits from 1/20/1998 to 12/11/ 2014. For visits (7123 visits) with surgical notes, a human abstractor extracted procedures from the surgical notes. In Fig. 1 , for the surgical note appeared in "Procedure From SIRS" textbox, a human abstractor identified 6 procedures (each row is one procedure). In the current design of the Gynecology Surgery Registry, each procedure is a combination of three fields: "Anatomic location", "Procedure", and "Method or Approach". For some procedures, only one or two of these fields are filled. For example in Fig. 1 , the second procedure has value for all the categories, while the fifth one does not have any value for "Method or Approach".
Methods
In this section, first we explain the method used to investigate interoperability and reusability of the gynecology registry. To do so, we assessed the coverage of data elements and value sets, used in the registry, in a standardized terminology. Second, we describe the classifiers that trained and implemented to automate chart abstraction process and improve data quality.
Assessing the registry value sets in a standardized terminology
First we investigated the existence of values stored in our registry in a standardized terminology. Second we compared their semantic type (category) in the registry and the terminology. As a standardized terminology, we used the UMLS, one of the common terminologies in biomedical informatics. The UMLS provides a set of broad subject categories, called semantic types (such as: procedure, anatomy, disorder, etc.), to categorize biomedical concepts. These semantic types are used in the second step of our investigation.
In our case study (Fig. 1) , a procedure contains three elements "Anatomic Location", "Procedure", and "Method or Approach". We retrieved all values for these elements, which were stored in the registry during 1/20/1998 to 12/11/2014. In the first step, using MetaMap [43] , a tool to identify biomedical concepts, we investigated whether these values are available in the UMLS or not. For the values, which appeared in the UMLS, we compared their UMLS semantic types with their category in our case study.
In addition to investigating the values in the individual elements, we created a list of procedures in the registry and searched those in the UMLS. A procedure is a combination of "Anatomic Location", "Procedure", and "Method or Approach" fields in the registry. For example, for the first and second rows in Fig. 1 , "Laparotomy exploratory" and "Adnexa Salpingectomy/oophorectomy abdominal" are created as procedures. We retrieved all combinations of these elements from the registry and created a list of values for procedure. These procedures are only searched in the SNOMED-CT, because it contains clinical terms. A clinical expert carried out this search manually and for the procedures that she did not find any exact match, she retrieved the closest (semantically) match from the SNOMED-CT.
Developing binary classifiers
In order to illustrate the use of informatics in CDC process, we developed a binary classifier for each of the combinations (procedures). For a combination with more than 100 occurrences in our registry, we defined the task of procedure extraction as a binary document classification task where all corresponding surgical notes of the procedure are treated as positive instances and all other surgical notes are treated as negative ones. In order to identify the best feature set for these classifiers, we generated multiple feature sets containing 1) unigrams, 2) bi-grams, 3) topics generated by topic modeling, and evaluated different combinations of those. Unigrams (single terms excluding stop words) and bi-grams (two neighbor words) feature sets are coming from n-gram model, a probabilistic language model. Unigrams are treated as the main features for the classifiers. As surgical notes usually contain several items, in order to generate bi-grams each item is processed separately. For example, the following text is from one of surgical notes in the registry: Each item is treated like an individual section, and the following bigrams are generated for this note:
1. "Bilateral pelvic" 2. "Pelvic lymphadenectomy" 3. "Bilateral para-aortic" 4. "para-aortic lymphadenectomy" 5. "Complete Omentectomy"
The last set of features comes from topic modeling, a statistical model for discovering hidden topics in documents. As a document can cover multiple topics, topic modeling calculates probability of [46] , we implemented these classifiers in Java.
We should mention that in our dataset the number of negative instances is relatively higher than positive instances (for most of the procedures). To smooth the effect of the unbalanced distribution of positive and negative instances, we assigned different weights to each class [47] , using the distribution of the classes.
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate performance of the classifiers, we used three common metrics, Precision, Recall, and F-Measure. Similar equations calculate weighted average precision and recall.
Results
There are 7,123 surgical encounters retrieved from the registry.
Basic statistics of value sets
The value set of three fields: anatomic location, procedure, and method/approach, contains 90 unique values. Among those, 67 (74%) values were found in the UMLS. Table 1 shows the top 10 most frequent values in the registry and how many times they occurred in each fields. One value appearing in different fields shows inconsistency in the registry. We found out that these 67 values belong to 30 different semantic categories in the UMLS. Table 2 shows top 10 frequent semantic types. The most frequent one is "procedure" occurring 21,026 times.
Mapping the procedure combinations to SNOMED-CT
The database contains 91 unique (location, procedure, method) combinations: 9 combinations appeared more than 500 times, 26 appeared more than 100 and less than 500 times, and 56 appeared less than 100 times. An expert was able to find only 6 (0.065%) combinations in the SNOMED-CT. This low coverage translates to a low interoperability of the system. Table 3 shows the top 10 frequent ones and the closest match found in the SNOMED-CT. Finding the exact match happened so rarely and the main reason for that are the procedures modifiers. Table 4 illustrates the average of precision, recall, and F-measure (10 fold-cross validation) of classifiers for top 10 most frequent combinations. We provided results for different feature sets and learning models.
Classification results
The results in Table 4 demonstrates that using SVM as training method and the combination of unigram, bi-gram, and topic modeling features, obtained the best performance. This classifier achieved average F-measure of 0.864 for the positive class and weighted f-measure of 0.94%. We believe that SVM obtained the best performance because it handles unbalanced distribution of the classes. Table 5 presents the performance of this classifier for top 10 combinations. 
Error analysis
After training the classifiers, we analyzed the results to identify reasons for misclassification of surgical notes. In this section, we reviewed two examples of false positive and two of false negative cases.
A) False Positives: (Meaning our system identified a procedure in a note, but human abstractor did not) Example 1)
Surgical note: "1. Robotic-assisted hysterectomy. 2. Bilateral salpingooophorectomy.3. Robotic-assisted bilateral pelvic lymphadenectomy"
Our system identified "Adnexa; Salpingectomy/oophorectomy" procedure in the note, but human abstractor did not assign the procedure to this note. After reviewing the procedures assigned by the human abstractor to the note, we found out that the abstractor assigned the procedure to the note, but he/she also mentioned a method of the procedure. The abstractor assigned "Adnexa; Salpingectomy/ Oophorectomy; Robotic" to the note. The abstractor used additional information to determine the method for the procedure. Basically, all Salpingectomy/oophorectomy cases have been done robotically in the practice since several years ago. This is not reflected in the documentation of surgical notes. Therefore, the same text can be mapped to multiple combinations. From data quality point of view, when a procedure can be done using multiple methods, the abstractor should capture the exact method used during the surgery from diverse sources or indicate not obtainable. The value sets should be clearly defined ontologically rather than a flat list since clearly, the combination assigned by the classifier is related to the combination entered by the abstractor.
Example 2)
Surgical Note: "Exploratory laparotomy. Total abdominal hysterectomy. Bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy."
The abstractor did not assigned any procedure to this note. The system made the correct decision and identified the procedure "Adnexa; Salpingectomy/oophorectomy" in the note. We considered this as human error in chart abstraction process.
B) False Negatives: (Meaning human abstractor assigned a procedure in a note, but our system did not) Example 1)
Surgical Note: "Abdominal exploration. Suturing of right hemidiaphragm times two. Cauterization liver capsule for hemostasis."
The abstractor entered "Adnexa; Salpingectomy/oophorectomy" based on this note. It is not obvious from the surgical note itself to obtain this procedure information, and we believe that abstractor used another piece of information besides the note. The system missed assigning "Adnexa; Salpingectomy/oophorectomy" procedure to the note.
Discussion
In this paper, we hypothesized that informatics can significantly contribute in designing a reusable, cost-effective, and interoperable clinical registries. As case study, we reviewed an existing clinical registry, Gynecology Surgery Registry. After studying the procedure section of the registry, we discovered that 74% of values, used for anatomic location, procedure name, and method/approach fields, exist in a standardized terminology (Table 1 ), but only 6 (less than 1 percent) out of 91 combinations of these fields matched to SNOMED-CT concepts ( Table 3 ). The main reason of the low percentage is that the procedure combination in the registry is an ad-hoc data element. This data element has more modifiers comparing to procedures in the SNOMED-CT where some modifiers can be inferred from the ontological relationships and some can be defined using post-coordination SNOMED-CT expressions. For example, "Adnexa; Hysterectomy; Abdominal radical" combination in the registry is mapped to "Radical abdominal hysterectomy" procedure in the SNOMED-CT, but the combination contains a modifier "Adnexa" indicating tissues surrounding the organ which by default, the procedure will remove those tissues. The same thing for "Uterus; Hysterectomy; Vaginal" combination that is mapped to "Vaginal hysterectomy" in the SNOMED-CT. The use of standard terminologies with rich relationships can partially resolve the issues by supporting inference and increasing interoperability. Engaging informatics experts, familiar with standardized terminologies, in defining data elements and value sets could resolve this issue and promote interoperability of registry. Using standardized terminology not only solves the previous issue, but also improves data quality. Our investigation revealed that one of top 10 frequent terms in the registry is misspelled: "Abdonimal". Surprisingly, it occurred eight times more than the correct spelling "Abdominal". Another error was assigning "cancer" to "Anatomic location" category. Using standardized terminologies can prevent these types of errors occurring. We should highlight that the registry has been used since 1998 and several abstractors (in different time period) had been involved in the data entry process, which caused some of these errors. Another reason for these errors and inconsistencies is that since 1998 some procedure names or methods have been modified or discarded. Considering the fact that terminologies keep changing, some inconsistencies in the registry are inevitable.
In the second part of the study, we discussed another task in designing clinical registries, collecting data for populating registry. For our case study, we showed that informatics tools such as: CDC, can assist abstractors in chart abstraction process. For each procedure (combination) in our case study, we trained a binary classifier using different feature sets and learning models. Table 4 shows that the classifiers performed reasonable well and obtained an average of 0.94 F-measure for top 10 frequent procedures. Table 5 shows the performance of our best classifier for top 10 most occurred combinations in more details. Our main limitation in training the classifiers was gold standard. As mentioned in the method section, we used existing registry data to train and evaluate the classifiers, but the registry has been populated by a single human abstractor (in different time period) and it is not ideal to use for training classifiers. In general, the performance of binary classifiers looks acceptable. However, it is not clear how well two human abstractors agree with each other. We consider a tool acceptable if it benchmarks with a gold standard, created through a judification process, and behaves just like a human abstractor when evaluated against the gold standard. However, it is quite expensive to derive such gold standard. The current resultant classifiers can assist human abstraction aiming for reducing effort rather than replace human abstraction. One of the objectives in our enterprise-wide clinical registry project is to decrease cost of human abstraction by deploying advanced informatics approaches and our experiment demonstrates it is feasible to reduce effort through secondary use of existing registry data.
Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the role of informatics in designing a reusable and interoperable clinical registry. We targeted two tasks in the design process: 1) defining data elements and value sets 2) populating registry. As a case study, we considered a Gynecology Surgery Registry that has been used since 1998. We cross-referenced data elements in the registry with a standardized terminology. Our investigation revealed some data quality issues in the registry: 1) misspelling 2) non-standardized definitions of value sets or data elements 3) inconsistency in the process of manual chart abstraction. We discussed how engaging informatics experts could solve these issues to some extent, and make the registry more interoperable. In addition, we presented that informatics tools are able to assist human abstractors in chart abstraction process and improve data quality. Using surgical notes and features such as: unigram, bi-gram, and topic modeling categories, we trained multiple binary classifiers to identify 91 different procedures from notes. Our best classifier obtained an acceptable F-measure of 0.94 using a noisy data.
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Summary points
We evaluated the data quality and interoperability of an existing registry by mapping data elements and their value sets in the registry to a standardized terminology, SNOMED-CT. As case study, we used Gynecology Surgery Registry, used by the Gynecologic Surgery practice at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. To automate data abstraction process, we trained binary classifiers, for each procedure in the registry, based on existing manually extracted data. The study showed that only 13 % of 91 unique procedures in the registry could be mapped to SNOMED-CT concepts. The binary classifiers obtained an average F-measure of 0.864.
